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I INTRODUCTION 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
NASA is conducting several programs investigating fault-tolerant signal 
(and power) transm ission for future-generat ion commerc i al aircraft. In 
connection with this technology research, Hughes is investigating the 
feasibility of wavelength-multiplexed fiber optic signal bussing by 
developing a multimode wavelength demultiplexer. The concept and demul-
tiplexer are demonstrated in a four-terminal, four-color fiber optic bus. 
This study is part of this development effort. 
Fiber optic systems developments have been rapidly progressing over 
the last several. years, especially in the area of single-strand fiber 
technology. The advantages of fiber optics, summarized -in Figure I-I, 
1 
are well known. Point-to-point fiber optic telecommunications is be-
coming well established for commercial use. The application of fiber 
optics to bus system applications is of great importance in order to take 
full advantage of the potential that this technology offers. 
If fiber optics is to show its full potential, the system must be 
optimized for light communications, not only in terms of bus topology, 
but al so modul ation techn iques and commun ications protocol s. Fiber 
optics also allows multiplexing in the optical frequency region (color or 
wavelength multiplexing) as well as standard frequency or time division 
multiplexing. Other emerging components, such as optical switches,2 
may influence the overall system design philosophy. The number of 
terminals allowed on a passive bus is limited by the efficiency of 
the optical access coupler, connectors, and splices as well as the power 
budget offered by state-of-the-art sources and rece ivers. The power 
budget 1 imitations imply that act ive bus des igns may be required for a 
system with a large number of terminals. An insight into the advantages 
and limitations of fiber optic buses will allow optimization of a system 
architecture as design progresses from concept to implementation. 
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Significant changes are anticipated by NASA for commercial aircraft 
avionic system architectures and designs. After the turn of the mil-
lenium, totally integrated systems with fault tolerant computers are 
envisioned which could present signif-icant busing challenges for can-
munications among the various subsystems and computers comprising the 
total av ionic system. " 
Although these system concepts are only now emerging and evolving and are 
not yet well defined, it is an appropriate time to generally assess the 
applications of fiber optics to such systems and to begin to project the 
future state of the art of fiber optics at the time of deployment. 
1.2 SCOPE AND CONTEXT 
This study addresses the use of optical data distribution in civil 
aircraft appl icatons. Th i s broad scope of study was focused on objec-
t ives that coul d be accompl i shed withi n the resources (half-man-year 
level-of-effort) available for this task. 
The ideal way to proceed in such a study \',Quld be to define a platform 
and its functional .requirements including traffic flow, message timing, 
etc. This platform could then be used to define and analyze a variety of 
optical data distribution systems. The baseline system would be used in 
comparing the advantages and disadvantages of each configured optical 
system. Each system definition would include the transmitters, recei-
vers, switches, couplers, number of wavelengths, modulation schemes, 
connectors, multiplexers, demultiplexers and component placement aboard 
the aircraft. Once the system definitions are complete, tradeoff analy-
sis on each defined system could be performed in terms of parameters such 
as rel iabil ity, cost, performance capabil ity, maintainabil ity, 1 ighting/ 
EMI immun ity, etc. 
Since the definition of the platform representing year 2000 civil 
aircraft and its requirements is only. in the concept formative stage, 
1-3 
this study has been conducted in the context of generalized requirements 
and arch itectures. A basel i ne MIL-STD-1553B architecture is defined to 
scope a set of generalized functional reauirements. Architectural 
concepts presented in the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, "Interim 
Report on Fault-Tolerant Aircraft Signal and Power Transmission Struc-
tures" (R-1298) are employed to illustrate and trade off among various 
fiber optic bus alternatives using state-of-the-art and projected com-
ponent parameters. This broad-brush analysis provides a set of baseline 
concepts, illustrations, examples and results that may assist a system 
designer in formulating an integrated system design utilizing optical 
signal communications. 
1.3 OBJECTIVE 
Thus, wit~in the scope and context as outlined above, the objective 
of this study is one of providing a basic compendium of fiber optic 
multiplex bus technology to serve as a primer for system designers and 
as a" baseline for tradeoffs in greater depth as the detailed design of 
the future civil aircraft platform emerges. Specifically: 
o Define and evaluate possible data bus system architecture using 
fiber optic technologies. 
o Invest igate and summari ze state-of-the-art fiber optic techno-
logy and its projection. 
The objectives are realized through presentation of a number of topics. 
In Section II, a general discussion of data distribution system concepts 
serves as an introduction to busing topologies, protocols, and special 
requirements. This is followed in Section III by a description of a 
multiple level architecture using MIL-STD-1553 data buses. This base-
l ine system serves the purpose of illustrating a possible "next-genera-
tion" system implementation and at the same time identifying a number of 
functional requirements likely for both present and future civil avionic 
1-4 
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systems. Next, Section IV concentrates on a general description of fiber 
optic buses including component description and properties, analysis of 
performance achieved by various structures, multiple wavelength and 
switched buses and a discussion of reliability issues. Specific examples 
of fiber optic buses are presented in Section V. Conclusions and recom-
mendations, Section VI, complete the report~ 
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II GENERAL DATA DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM CONCEPTS 
In order to configure, design, analyze and trade off among potential data 
distribution systems, a number of considerations must be taken into 
account. The major ones applicable to this study are listed in Figure 
11-1 and discussed below. The following discussion is not intended to be 
complete or exhaustive, but rather to provide a foundation for a common 
vocabulary as well as to generally and broadly raise some of the issues 
of importance to the specific analyses that follow. 
11.1 ARCHITECTURE 
The word "architecture" when applied to a system connotes many things to 
different people. In the context of this study, we use this term to 
encompass methods employed to interconnect among electronic systems and 
sensors and the method used to communi cate data. The former we shall 
refer to as the topology, while the latter we call the protocol. 
11.1.1. Topology 
Within the general area of topology we consider, as indicated in Figure 
11-2, the network path, whether the path is serial or parallel, the 
transmission technique employed and the redundancy. 
NETWORK PATH. System design includes partioning the requirements into a 
set of functions. These are then allocated to a physically positioned 
subsystem, generally according to a list of operational requirements. 
This leads to confiquration comprised of subsystems that must communicate 
with one another to fulfill the system mission. We call the interconnect 
of the subsystems the network, path. The network path can ~sua 11 y assume 
many structures that will provide the required communications. Therefore, 
one must trade off among these structures in order to select the optimum 
network path for the part i cu 1 ar system. The parameters used for the 
trade-off would include those important to the subject system, such as 
cost, size, weight, reliability, maintainability, etc . 
II-1 
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Fiqure II-2 
Some of the network path structure that wi 11 be cons idered for fi ber 
optic implementation are shown in Figure 11-3. These are point-to-point ~ 
links, serial buses and star buses. 
The point-to-point link provides a direct path between two points. There 
is no branching or tapping of the optical signal power to provide data 
to other points. This is the simplest structure which is sometimes 
referred to as a dedicated structure; that is, the communication line is 
not shared; 
The point-to-point link ·structure can be used as a building block to 
provide complex bus structures such as those shown in Figure 11-4. Here 
Figure II-4A shows a dedicated point-to-point link for each interconnect. 
For purposes of discussion, we will refer to the generalized function 
represented by the boxes as a "termi na 1." In th i s network there are 
n(n-l)/2 paths or links required. Obviously as n becomes large the 
system implementation becomes unwieldy and costly. If a terminal can 
receive a message, note it is for another terminal, and route it forward 
(i.e., serve as a switching mode) then some of the dedicated paths can be 
eliminated and the number of links reduced. The extreme case of this 
is evidenced in the loop or rin9 structure illustrated in Figure 1I-4B 
where each termi na 1 passes the message on. (The s'ystem protocol must 
break the retransmission at the ori9inating [or final] terminal to avoid 
endless loOpin9.) The case of a single node or central terminal is 
usually referred to as "starU topology as shown in Figure 1I-4C, while 
Figure 11-40 illustrates a hierarchical topology constructed from point-
to-point link. 
Use of signal power splitters or taps allow multiterminal passive 
bus structures to be configured. The seri al and star buses shown in 
Figure 11-3 are examples. The serial or linear bus is made up of a number 
of taps alon9 the communication line while the star bus has a sinqle 
signal power combining and redistribution point. Here, this element is 
passive, while the bus of Figure II-4C utilized an active terminal to 
produce the same type of star network topol09Y. 
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.As in the case of the point-to-point links, these bus elements can be 
used to construct more complex networks. For example, three examples of 
complex architectures based on serial buses are shown in Figure 11-5. The 
so-ca lled major-mi nor topology, Figure II-5A, cons ists of the "major" 
serial bus (shown to left vertically) with a "minor" serial bus emanating 
from each of the terminals of the major bus. Note the major bus terminals 
could be eliminated so that the minor. serial buses are tapped directly 
from the main bus. The natural extension of this is the matrix topology 
shown in Figure II-58. The tree-branch topology consists of appropriate 
serial buses supported by terminals or passive taps as required to 
complete the network. An example of the infinite number of combinations 
is shown in Figure JI-5C. 
Interconnection of stars can also form more complex networks. For exam-
ple, Figure 11-6 shows a star-star interconnect. Similarly, combinations 
of star buses, serial buses and point-to-point links, such as the exam-
ples in Figure II-7, provide hybrid bus structures. Likewise, major-
minor, matrix and other complex structures can be constructed from 
star-star or star-serial interconnections. 
The major point that emerges from this discussion of network paths is 
that complex networks can be decomposed into point-to-point links, serial 
buses and star buses. Therefore, there is immediate need for analysis and 
trade-off among these structures and this can proceed without a detailed 
knowledge of the ultimate network to be employed for future civil air-
craft platforms. 
SERIAL-PARALLEL. In the above examples, the network paths have b.een 
indicated by a single line. This line joining two terminals may represent 
a·more complex structure; for example, several parallel paths of data 
flow. If there are several channels of data, there is a trade off 
between electronically multiplexing the channels to form a single new 
data channel or transmitting the channels in parallel. The electronic 
multiplexing can be either time division multiplexing (TOM) or frequency 
II -7 
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device multiplexing (FDM) (and combinations). The bandwidth of the 
transmission medium employed may limit these options. 
TRANSMISSION TECHNIQUES. Also encompassed in the simplified network 
diagram is the potential requirement for two-way communications between 
the terminals. In Figure 11-2, four transmission techniques were listed: 
simplex, half-duplex, full-duplex and wavelength multiplexed. The first 
three of these are schematically illustrated in Figure II-8. Simplex 
refers to a single one-way channel, while half-duplex uses two simplex 
links to provide two-way communications. Full-duplex employs a single 
link for two-way communications. The communications may either occur 
simultaneously or the link is shared depending on the implementation. 
REDUNDANCY. When a high system availability is required, protection 
against single-point failures must be designed into the system. A common 
method is to employ redundancy. For example, the critical flight control 
function may have triple redundancy with voting. Thus, the single lines 
shown in the network may also include multiple physical channels (carry-
ing the same data), possibly over different routes in order to provide 
the degree of redundancy necessary. In the analysis to follow we gener-
ally will not show explicitly the redundancy except in cases where the 
network path is affected. 
11.1.2. Protocol 
Protocol, in the context of this study, refers to the method used to 
control the data communications. It is beyond the scope of this study to 
delve very deeply into the details of protocols, however certain path 
networks may support a given protocol better than other network paths; 
therefore some mention is necessary. 
For our purposes, we divide the protocols into high level and low level 
protocols. The high level protocols are system related ·~nd may affect the 
topology, while the low level protocol tends to details of line communi-
cation. This simple division is shown in Figure 11-9. The latter is 
II-II 
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generally transparent to the user and should not affect the system 
architecture; however in cases it may. For example, a link implementa-
tion that requires a header for "line conditioning" may require a higher 
data rate or degrade bus efficiency which could require an architectural 
modification to assUre priority message handling. Also, within this 
level, modulation techniques such as baseband versus using carriers and 
digital versus analog data transmissions must be considered to achieve an 
optimum system design. 
The system protocols may be broadly divided into three types: polling, 
command-response and contention. In a polled system, a master terminal 
has control of the bus and "quizzes" in some preset order (fixed timing) 
the other terminals to provide control or data to them and obtain status 
or data from them. This, the simplest protocol, has evolved into a 
similar but more sophisticated protocol: the command-response protocol. 
Here a central or master controls the actions of the other terminals 
asychronously. That is, a command is sent; after it is received by 
the appropriate terminal, that terminal responds as defined by the 
command. After its action is completed, the central terminal regains 
control of the bus and continues the process. 
The control function need not be maintained in the same terminal at all 
times. The protocol can include commands that pass the master terminal 
status among several or all terminals in order to allow distributed 
processing of the data and other functions. However, a characteristic of 
the command-response and polled system is that positive control of the 
bus is maintained at all times. That is, the controlling terminal is the 
bus master and all other terminals are slaves to it. 
The third protocol type, contention, is one that is democratic in the 
sense that all terminals have equal opportunity to access the bus at any 
given time. If two or more terminals access the bus simultaneously, the 
system design must be such that this condition is detected and the data 
retransmitted. Thi s type of protocol is useful for a system where a 
II -14 
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large number of terminals have low message rates. In this case either a 
polled or command-response protocol may have low efficiency due to the 
large amount of overhead in comparison to actual data flow. Contention 
protocols obviously do not have the positive bus control required for 
managing critical functions. 
Figure 11-10 summarizes these three protocol types and shows a potential 
app 1 i cat i on area for each. Here the ass i gnment of a protocol to the 
functions should not be taken too literally, but interpreted as a state-
ment that a single "global integrated" bus for a complex system may not 
be desirable since different protocols may better serve different func-
tions in optimizing the system. 
11.2 RELIABILITY 
For applications such as commercial aircraft, reliability is the most 
important factor. One speaks in terms of 10-9 system failures per 
hour. The allocation of reliability requirements can only be made after 
the platform is specified and details of the system design are known. It 
is, however, certain that the busing subsystem must be such as to 
contribute only a (small) fraction of total 1O-9/hour failure rate. 
Presently, fiber optics is an emerging technology; knowledge of its 
reliability is sketchy at bes~. Therefore, we will summarize only 
the present state of the art and i ndi cate areas where performance im-
provements or tests must be made to assure meeting reliability require-
ments. 
11.3 MAINTAINABILITY 
We mention maintainability for completeness in summarizing major system 
design considerations. In our view~ there are two areas of importance at 
this stage of the system design. The first, system maintainability, is 
related to fault isolation and repair. This is one of the major reasons 
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that most a i rframers speak in terms of separate systems for separate 
functions (especially for the flight control system) rather than in terms 
of integrated systems. Here we will not enter into this controversy; we 
will consider buses in a general enough sense that the results can be 
universally applied. 
The second maintainabil ity issue we would refer to as physical main-
tainability. That is, the actual repair of the hardware once installed. 
This raises a number of questions for a fiber optic system. The viabil-
ity of fiber optics may rest very heavily on this parameter alone. At 
this point it suffices to say that this is an area of concern in terms 
of fiber field termination, equipment reconfiguration, etc. Once the 
advantages of fiber optics to avionic system designs are established, 
detailed investigation into this maintainability issue will be approp-
riate. 
11.4 POWER DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS 
In the case of fiber optic data distribution system, no metalic conductor 
is required to bus the data. However, the terminals still require power 
to generate and receive the optical signals. Thus, power may still have 
to be distributed alon9 paths rouqhly parallel to the data signals. This 
does not negate advantaqes of fiber optics, but in some cases the advan-
tage may be lost. In systems requiring high data rates or EMI immunity, 
a fiber optic implementation enjoys large advantages over wire links. 
Also when a bus is to be employed to an area for local distribution to a 
number of different terminals, the data and power paths may be quite 
independent. 
Again we emphasize that without a detailed platform definition, the 
impact of a requirement such as a power distribution cannot be fully 
evaluated. The problem is clearly more acute in a longhaul system where 
repeaters must be employed than in a localized platform where many power 
forms are available. Thus for this study we do not address this topic 
further. 
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II.5 eaST 
In a trade-off ana lys i s amon9 system opt ions, a number of (wei ghted) 
parameters are evaluated to establish a measure of effectiveness (MOE). 
This is usually done without includin9 cost in dollars in order to 
determine the best systems technically. In the course of such as trade-
off ana lys i s some opt ions are rejected due to fail ure of one or more 
required critical categories (e.g., reliability) or a low MOE. 
If several a lternat ives remain, the MOE is combi ned (i n some wei ghted 
manner) with cost estimates to determine the figure of merit (FOM) of the 
system. The winner of this trade off is then the lowest cost, techni-
cally acceptable system. Usually, for a large system, the cost con-
sidered is not only the initial cost, but the total life cycle cost 
(Lee), which includes maintenance, spares, logistic support, etc., over 
the total system life. Here we will not be able to accomplish determi-
nation of a FOM in detail but will restrict cost analysis to indicate 
trends in the initial procurement cycle only and mainly in relative terms 
since establishing the technical approach and merit is really the first 
order of business. 
II.6 OTHER 
There are a number of other areas that may be of importance specific to a 
particular design and must be considered. Examples are size, weight, 
human factors, ease of system reconfiqurability, etc. 
11.7 SUMMARY 
Within the scope of this study as defined in Section I, we will be able 
to accomplish the first step in establishing a system measure of effec-
tiveness: a technical analysis of fiber optic buses. Further it has been 
e s tab 1 i shed t h at com p 1 ex bus s t r u c t u res, s u c h as wi 11 pro b a b 1 Y be 
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employed for future civil aircraft, can be decomposed into simple struc-
tures (point-to-point, serial, and star) that are amenable to analysis 
without knowledge of the details of complex structure. 
While detailed trade-off cannot be accomplished at this stage of the 
system design, broad brush comparisons among alternatives are made in the 
subsequent sections in terms of selected parameters . 
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III A 1553 BASELINE DESCRIPTION 
In this section, we demonstrate a baseline set of bus subsystems based on 
a 1553-type implementation in order to show a potential configuration for 
next generation aircraft as well as to summarize an estimate of the 
function requirements for the avionics systems in that time frame. The 
system philosophy approach here reflects inputs from aircraft manufac-
turers as well as our own current thinking. The buses to be presented 
are 1553-type in the sense that rough order of magn itude estimates of 
data rates and number of terminals are compatible with MIL-STD-1553B; 
however, the networks to be shown do not prec 1 ude other potent i al bus. 
standards from providing the same function with essentially the same 
topo logy. 
An apparent underlying theme in the thinking of those considering this 
approach is the need for independent buses for independent funct ions. 
This stems largely from reliability and maintainability (RAM) issues. We 
will discuss other approaches in Section V. Special concern lies with 
the flight control bus with its high reliability requirements. This has 
resulted in a configuration with a triply redundant fl ight control bus 
that is simultaneously independent from any of the other buses. The 
bases of the independent bus approach for next generation implementation 
are sllTImarized in Figure 111-1. 
Figure 111-2 shows a potential configuration for a flight and propulsion 
control bus that is triply redundant. The A, Band C buses are each 
connected to a separate processor. The three processors jointly repre-
sent part of a fault-tolerant computer system wherein the command-
response operation is subject to a data integrity check by means of a 
voting performed within the Higher Order Transfer System (HOX) shown in 
Figure III-3. 
Note the flight control buses of Figure 1II-2 each support 11 terminals. 
Certain of the terminals shown may in real ity be implemented as several 
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terminals (e.g., propulsion) each located more closely (integrated with) 
the control or monitor function that it serves. Even wi th th i s bus 
expansion, implementation would doubtless still be less than the 32-
terminal maximum of 1553. 
Figure III-4 shows a doubly redundant avionics bus with distributed 
computers on the bus serving various dedicated functions. This bus also 
connects to the HOX. Here the bus protocol can be either MIL-STD-1553 or 
one of contention protocols due to relatively unimportant timing and· 
estimated low message traffic. Similarly, Figures 111-5 and 111-6 depict 
control display subsystem and EMUX system buses respectively. These are 
also doubly redundant and would probably utilize a command-response 
protocol. Note there are dedicated high-speed links between the video 
sensors and their respect ive processors. It is the processors that are 
on the 1553-type bus. 
In general, the implementation of these buses is conceptually straight-
forward: 1553 plus several high-speed, dedicated coaxial links. It is 
also conceivable that there can be one-to-one implementation in fiber 
optics. More importantly, with thi s set of funct iona 1 requirements 
summarized in Figure 111-7 and approximate physical locations, we have a 
baseline to begin considering fiber optic implementations in different 
system partitioning. 
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IV A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF FIBER OPTIC BUSES 
IV.! INlkUUUCIIUN 
In thi s Sect ion, a general descript ion of fiber opt ic buses is presented .. 
The fiber opt ic bus system requirements are presented to ident ify the 
components required for implementation. The components are described and 
their properties discussed in order to establish the present state of the 
art performance level of transmitters, receivers and distribut ion medi a 
(i.e., fiber, opt ical access couplers, wavel ength mult iplexers/demult i-
.e' ..••.••. , ..•....•. , •. 'plexers,. andoptjcaL~.t/J.t.c:~.~~.). 
... 
po. 
1>' • '.~ ..... _ .......... , •• "_ ~ "... • '. _ •• ". 
This is followed by an analysis of topologies including dedicated struc-
tures and both serial and star bus structures. A comparison among these 
structures is made before discussing multiple wavelengfh buses and 
switches buses. With this background in hand, examples of how the network 
and protocol can interact are given. 
Finally this section addresses some of the reliability issues by listing 
several failure scenarios and relating problem detection and remedy 
to the bus structures discussed. 
IV.2 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
The elements that· are required to implement a fiber optic bus (or point-
to-point) 1 ink are illustrated in Figure IV-I. At the left of this 
figure a transmitter is shown which consists of driver and a source. The 
source is usually a semiconductor device that emits light in the near-
infrared region (800-1600nm). Semiconductor sources in the form of 
light-emitting diodes (LED's) and injection laser diodes (ILD'S) are' 
available. The light output is (approximately) proportional to the 
current suppled by the driver. Thus a modulated 1 ight wavefront is 
. emitted by the source with bandwidth of available sources extending to 
the GHz region. A drive current of lOOma is typical. 
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The light emitted is coupled into a glass fiber which is approximately 
100 microns in diameter. Light is an electromagnetic radiation and as 
such the glass fiber can be viewed as- a dielectric waveguide and Max-
well's equations apply. The light propagates down the waveguide (guided 
modes) with loss mechanisms due to scattering (mode conversions to 
radiation) and absorption (heating). An astounding feature of modern 
fiber is low loss on the order of a few dB/km for commerically available 
fiber cable and less than a dB/km for laboratory grade fibers. 3 
In general, means of connecting and disconnecting the fiber from modules, 
passing through bulkheads and joining fibers to fiber are required.· 
Thus, connectors comprise another system element. . These, due to imper-
fect alignment, contribute a loss at each connector of 1 to 2 dB. Note 
thi sis equivalent to about 1 km of fiber. For longhaul systems or in 
other systems in which low inline loss is important, permanent splices 
with losses on the order of 0.1 dB are used. This precludes.rapid system 
reconfiguration or ease of transportability, which should not be a 
problem for an aircraft platform. 
If a passive bus is utilized, then optical access couplers are required 
to divide the optical power among the terminals on the bus. There are two 
general types: tee couplers and star couplers. The tee-couple is pos-
sibly better called a V-coupler. It is a three-port device that divides 
the input power to one port between two output ports. Star couplers 
divide the power from input ports equally (in most cases) among a 
number of output ports. Obviously, the optical access couplers are not 
required for a point-to-point bus implementation. 
The receiver serves the function of detecting the modulated optical 
signal and amplifying it to a usable electric signal. The detection 
process is accompl ished for most fiber optic 1 inks with a semiconductor 
device. Both pin diode detectors and avalance photodiode (APD) detectors 
are available. The APD provide an advantage in gain at the expense of 
requiring a high voltage supply and having poor temperature stability. In 
the 10Mbps region, the amplifier must be capable of accepting and pro-
cessing signal currents on the order of 10 ~A. 
IV-3 
The present state of the art is such that point-to-point links from low 
bit rates to several hundred Mbps are being routinely applied for data 
transmission, especially in telecommunication, but also for commuter 
interconnects, industrial process control and numerous other applica-
tions. Bus systems are in the advanced development stage. Recent 
developments in optical access couplers and bus receivers with large 
dynamic range have advanced the state of the art so that multiterminal 
passive optical buses are now practical. 
A number of additional optical components are in various stages of 
development that may allow more esoteric configurations. These include 
wavelength multiplexers and demultiplexers, optical switches and other 
integrated optics devices. 
The components that we will consider in more detail in the course of this 
section are summarized in Figure IV.2. 
IV.3 COMPONENT DESCRIPTION AND PROPERTIES 
IV.3.1 Transmitter 
SOURCES. As indicated in the discussion above, presently there are two 
dev ices types that are su itab 1 e for 1 i ght sources for fi ber opti c com-
munications: the LED and ILD. Both are produced using GaAs semicon-
ductor technology. 
Figure IV-3 shows the improvement that was made in threshold current 
density for ILD, making the device practical for room temperature opera-
tion with extended lifetimes. 
Dopants are employed to control the output wavelength. Currently output 
wavelengths in the range between 800 and 1600 nm are avai lable with 
devi ces in the range between 800 and 900 nm be i ng most mature. The 
manufactured wavelength that these devices emit has been selected to 
match the minimum in fiber attenuation that has been changing as fiber 
technology matures. 
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The LEOls are either edge emitters or surface emitters. Etched-well 
surfac.e emitters are sometimes referred to as IIBurrus ll -type LED ls.4 The 
edge emitter output is contained in a 1200-by-40° beam. Surface emitters 
.radiate a lambertian pattern, while the Burrus-LED radiates a modified-
cosine pattern. The spectral width is 40 to 50nm. A sketch of an LED 
Burrus etched-well emitter is shown butt coupled to a fiber in Figure 
IV-4. 
The source opt i ca 1 power is the tota 1 amount of· opt i ca 1 power emitted. 
This is typically 50 to 100W/cm2-steradian at a drive current of 150 
rnA. The area of emission is typically 10-5 cm2. Unfortunately, only 
a small portion of this power is coupled into the fiber. This coupling 
loss, to be discussed below, is between 10 and 20 dB. 5 The surface 
emitter, due to its uniform radiation pattern, has about a 5 to 6 dB 
greater coupling loss than the edge emitter. This is approximately offset 
by a higher radiative power. The Burrus diode, due to its small emission 
area and modified-cosine radiation pattern, suffers the least light 
loss in coupling to the fiber. 
LEDls exhibit reasonable linearity and may be either amplitude modulated 
or pulsed. 
Data rates are limited by diode response time. To first order, with 
diode current constant, the optical power output is related to the 
modulation angular frequencyw by 
P( w) = Po[1 + (w T )2J -1/2 
where T is the minority carrier lifetime. This ranges between 1 and 30 
ns depend.ing on material and doping levels. Circuit parasitic elements 
can further reduce the modulated power. High speed diodes require short 
minority carrier lifetime, but short minority carrier lifetimes are 
obtained at high doping levels. These create a high density of nonradia-
tive centers, lowering the quantum efficiency of the diode. So a compro-
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mise is required to obtain good quantum efficiency ( 10%) and fast 
response time (nanoseconds). 
The basic failure mode of the LED is a gradual degradation of the exter-
nally measured quantum efficiency created by nonradiative center forma-
tion in the radiative region where electron-hole pair recombination 
occurs. Center formation appears to be a function of crystal disloca-
tions, active region edges and strain introduced during ass~mbly. 
Typical LED lifetimes are greater than 106 hours. 
Laser diodes potentially have many advantages. They emit coherent light 
with peak power on the order of watts. The spectral width is narrow (1 
to 1.5 nm) and the beam pattern is confined to about 8°. Due to the. 
6 
narrow beam, fiber coupling losses are small -- only about 1 to 3 dB. 
They are high-speed devices and allow modulation to t GHz. However, they 
presently suffer lifetime shortcomings and sensitivity to temperature and 
time as well as modal instabilities. The sensitivities to temperature 
and time require feedback circuitry to adjust the ·laser bias to compen-
sate for the varying optical output. Laser diodes, depending on geo-
metry, are either single mode or multi-mode devices. The single mode 
devices are extremely linear; the second harmonic distortion is less than 
1% with useful modulation depths. Their narrow spectral width will 
undoubtedly be required for wavelength division multiplexed systems. 
A comparison summary of LED versus ILD is presented in Figure IV-5. For 
many system designs, the high power launch, narrow spectral width, and 
linearity of the ILD may offset its disadvantages of poor temperature 
stability and higher cost. 
DRIVERS. The LED or ILD drivers present no particular electronic prob-
lems. On-off current switches for digital modulation formats are 
straightforward to implement as are analog modulators. Light output from 
the source may be sensed and used to control a feedback loop to stabilize 
the output if required. This added complexity is usually only warranted 
for critical analog systems. 
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IV.3.2 Optical Waveguides 
Transmitting the signal source over a spatial distance requires coupling 
the modulated light from the source into a transparent medium within 
which it is. guided to its termination point. The characteristics and 
specifications of optical waveguides or fibers are covered in this 
section. 
PHYSICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Mechanical and physical properties are impor-
tant. There are silica fibers, plastic fibers and plastic-clad silica 
fibers. The plastic fibers have, generally, very high attenuation and 
are suitable for links of 50 m or less. Glass fibers are now routinely 
produced in lengths over a kilometer and are being utilized for most 
applications. 
The waveguide is either a single fiber or a bundle of fibers. The fiber 
bundles are difficult to install and have been found to be fragile. This 
is due to glass-on-g1ass contact in the bundle. With the advances in 
cabling, a single high-grade fiber is much more rugged than a bundle of 
low grade (i. e., for economi ca 1 reasons) fi bers in contact with each 
other. Furthermore, the presence of a number of fibers in one bundle 
gives rise to gaps between individual fibers and therefore not all light 
striking the bundle end is coupled. 
For these reasons, a single silica fiber cable is recommended. The 
single-fiber cable is easy to splice and terminate. Typically the fiber 
is coated, encased in layers of plastic jacket and fiber whipping and 
finally given a plastic outer sheath for protection. The overall dia-
meter is on the order of 5 mm. These fully protected cables have high 
tensile strength and are as easy to install as coax. The several layers 
of padding protects against micro bends in the fiber which cause radiated 
light loss (see below). 
Several (2 to 10 or more) independent fibers may be configured in a 
single cable. This cable includes non-conducting strength members to 
IV-ll 
provide rigidity and absorbs loading forces to protect the fiber. The 
overall cable diameter for a seven fiber cable with two strength members 
is also only 5 mm. 
OPTICAL CONSIDERATIONS. The most important opt i ca 1 propert i es of the 
fibers are numerical aperture, attenuation, propagation mode and disper-
sion. These properties interrelate, therefore each is briefly introduced 
and then discussed in detail in relation to the other properties. 
NUMERICAL APERTURES. The numerical aperture, NA, is an expression of the 
1 ight-gathering power of the fiber. In order for the 1 ight to be cap-
tured and transmitted along the fiber, the light must lie within the cone 
of the critical angle of acceptance. 
ATTENUATION. Attenuation expresses the fiber losses, usually in dB/km, 
and range from 1000 dB/km to 1 dB/km dependi ng on the qual ity of the 
cable and the wavelength of the source. The losses are caused by both 
impurities (scattering losses) and absorption. Figure IV.6 shows an 
optical fiber attenuation plot as a function of wavelength. The OH 
absorption band at 950 nm is a ramification of vestigial water in the 
fiber manufacturing process. This figure is representative of an "out-
side-grown" fiber. New, "inside-grown" fiber manufacturing· techniques 
produce fibers with attenuation characteristics that are approximately 
due to scattering alone. 
MODE. Fiber optic waveguides presently in production are specified as 
step-index multimode, step-index single mode and graded index. This 
specification characterizes the construction of the fiber and its radial 
index of refraction distribution which in turn determines the light wave 
propagation mode. 
DISPERSION. Pulse dispersion, expressed in ns/km, arises from three main 
effects: propagation mode, material and waveguide. The effect of 
dispersion is to widen the pulse and therefore is one of the factors that 
limits the data rate for a given length link. 
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Figure IV-7 shows the relationships between the NA and the indices of 
refraction for a step-index fiber. A ray with an angle greater than the 
critical will radiate from the fiber and will not propage along the 
fiber. The major portion of the optical power is propagated by meridonal 
rays, so rays that do not pass through the optical axis are usually 
ignored. The NA is specified by the fiber manufacture and typically 
range from 0.1 to 0.4 (with large plastic fibers having NAs of 0.5 to 
0.6) • 
The pulse disperion depends on the NA of the step-index fiber. The 
greater the NA, the greater the allowed difference in 'path-lengths 
between the ax i a 1 rays and rays i nterna lly refl ected at the allowed 
angles. This spreading in arrival time due to path length difference is 
known as modal dispersion. It is easier to launch power into a high NA 
fiber, but a price in qecreased bandwidth must be paid for this increased 
power from a given source when using a step-index fiber. 
Graded-index fiber is an optical waveguide with a gradually varying index 
of refraction (usually parabolic). The index of retraction decreases 
with radius (about a 1% difference), hence the light rays are contin-
uously refocused by refraction. This profiling reduces the spread of the 
group velocities for the various propagating modes and, therefore, the 
graded- index fi bers have very low d i speri on (about 5 ns/km with LED 
sources and less than 1 ns/km with laser sources). 
The step- index fi ber has a core with a high index of refract i on sur-
rounded by a lower index cladding. The abrupt change of index of refrac-
tion gives rise to the name use. These may be either single-mode or 
multi-mode fibers. The single-mode fiber has an extremely small (3-10 
).1ITl) core and an index difference of 0.25 to 0.5 percent. The core dia-
meter, d, and wavelength, A , meet the following criteria to qualify as a 
single-mode fiber: 
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The sma 11 core size is on the order of the wave 1 ength of the source, 
hence on ly a few modes are propagated. A 1 aser source is reQui red to 
launch power into these fibers. The laser plu~ single mode propagation 
leads to very small dispersion, hence extremely large bandwidths are 
possible. 
The multi-mode step-index fiber is identical in construction to the 
single-mode fiber except the core diameter is much larger. Typical core 
diameters are 50 to 75 ~m, with sizes up to several hundred ~m also in 
use. Core to cladding index of refraction differences range from 0.7 to 
2%. The modal dispersion due to the larger core limits the bandwidth. 
Typically there is a dispersion of 50 ns/km/percent of core-cladding 
index difference, 1 imit ing the bandwidth to about 20Mb/km. Figure IV-8 
summarizes the fiber types, while Figure IV-9 illustrates the difference 
between step index and graded index mode propagation and shows how 
the large bandwidth is achieved by the graded index profile. 
The coupling losses of light into the fiber are of two types: one caused 
by unequal cross-sectional areas and one due to the optical constraints 
(i.e., NA) of the fiber itself. For a lambertian source and a· graded 
index fiber, the fractional power launched into the cable is given by 
p Ac (NA)2 
-- - ----.,..--
2 As no2 
where Ac and As are the core and source areas respect ive ly and no is 
the index of refraction of the medium between the source and the wave-
guide. The core area is generally less than or equal to the source area 
and the fiber is simply butted against the source. Lenses could be 
employed. Coupling losses range from 10 to 20 dB. 
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A power of -10 dBm launched into a 0.2-0.3NA fiber by an LED provides a 
good baseline estimate for present off-the-shelf components • 
The main factors that influence pulse dispersion are multimode propaga-
tion, waveguide and material effects. The multimode effect related to 
different path lengths have been discussed -above. For NA's between 0.1 
and 0.3 the step-index fibers have delay spreads of 10 to 50 ns/km, while 
graded index fibers have delay spread of 0.1 to 1 ns/km. Thewaveguide 
effect is generally negligible. Material properties lead to dispersion 
effects that depend on the wavelength of the source and on the spectral 
distribution of the light. An impulse is broadened due to the differen-
tial delay of the various wavelengths. For LED sources, this chromatic 
dispersion is approximately an additional 5 to 10 ns/km. 
For very long fibers, there is indication that the dispersion does not 
grow linearly with length. This is due to mode coupling and after 
equil ibrium is reached (about 1 km) the dispersion grows with approxi-
mately the square root of the distance. An approximate rule-of-thumb is 
that, for intensely modulated signals, the bandwidth is limited to about 
.35/dispersion over the link length. For pulse-modulated transmission the 
reciprocal of the bit rate approximately sets the allowable dispersion. 
The attenuation of the fiber depends on absorption by transition-metal 
ions and hydrox1 radicals. The scattering by impurities in the fiber 
core material also lead to losses. The scattering gQ~S like ~-4, where 
A is the light wavelength, and, therefore, there are efforts to produce 
long-wavelength sources and detectors in the infrared re~ion near 1100 
nm. 
Mi crobends cause 1 i ght propagating near the crit i ca 1 ang1 e to be con-
stantly scattered out of the fiber. This problem is largely cured by the 
protective layers on the sheathed fibers. During installation, a sharp 
bend will impose a one-time loss of certain propagating modes, but will 
be non-recurri ng (for s imil ar bends) except for the energy restored to 
these modes by mode coupling during long fiber runs. 
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Well protected silica fibers with NA's of 0.2-0.3, attenuations of 3-50 
dB/km and bandwidth-length products in excess of 20 MHz/km are now 
routinely produced by a number of manufacturers with prices that are 
competitive with coax. 
IV.3.3 Optical Access Couplers 
In order to provide an optical bus capability, there must be devices to 
extract and inject optical power from and to the distribution network. 
This can obviously be accomplished with active devices consisting of 
transceiver units; however, here we emphasize passive devices which are 
referred to as optical access couplers. The availability and construc-
tion of these will be discussed in this section. 
TEE COUPLERS. The fused-tee couplers are constructed by. stretching two 
single-fibers as they are heated and the claddin~s fused together. 
The procedure forms a bi con i ca 1 taper. As 1 i ght enters the decreas i ng 
taper, guided modes are converted to cladding modes. During transmission 
through the fused region, a portion of the optical power in the cladding 
modes is exchanged between the fibers. The cladding modes are then 
converted back to core-guided modes as the taper increases at the output 
of the junction. During coupler construction, parameters are controlled 
to yield tap ratios ranging from slightly above 3 dB upward. 
Figure IV-I0 shows the coupler as a four-port device and defines the 
var'iables. The fused-tee coupler is characterized. as a four-port device. 
Ports 1 and 3 are one fiber; ports 2 and 4 are the other fiber. In the 
ideal case, aU, a2l and el would all be zero and the sum of a31 and 
a41 Would be one. The fractional power output at port j due to an input 
at port i is denoted aij' The coupler exhibits loss ei when power is 
launched into port i. 
The isolation coefficient is a function of the tap ratio and, also, 
. coupler fabrication. The value of -35 dB is a worst case and is noted 
only for equal power division. This coefficient decreases as the tap 
ratio increases and reaches a value of less than -SOdB for 15dB couplers. 
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The transfer matrix aij is shown in Figure IV-ll. Experimentally, aij 
is found to be approximately equal to aji as required by reciprocity. 
The equality of the small elements represented by 0 is an approximation 
for the backscatter and isolation parameters. Furthermore, a good 
coupler exhibits a~ CL and b ~ S due to symmetry and homogenity of 
excess loss mechanisms. Typical parameters for an equal power division 
coupler are 
CL = 0.48, S = 0.42, and 0 = 3 X 10-4. 
The measured tap ratio and excess loss for a set of 36 fused-tee couplers 
is shown in Figure IV-12. 
The planar optical access couplers under development at Hughes are 
based on a proprietary masking and diffusion process. The concept is 
illustrated in Figure IV-l3. The process, which is undergoing intense 
investigation and development, holds great promise for low cost, well 
controlled, mass produced, multi-mode optical components. These devices 
have been demonstrated in the laboratory. The present thrust is two-
fold: multiple diffusion process development to match the channel to 
optical fibers and fiber attachment and packa~ing. 
Since the channel is determined by a masking operation, a wide variety of 
geometrics may be conceived. The tap ratio of a planar Y with equal area 
ports is estab 1 i shed by the angl e between the trunk and branch arm as 
indicated in Figure IV-14. Ray tracing as well as experimental data have 
been used to characterize the couplers. The excess loss is found to be 
small. The transfer matrix for a device may be approximated, where the 
excess loss and backscatter have been neglected, by A3 in Figure IV-14. 
Here X varies in the ray tracing results between 1.25 for e equal to 
1/2 to X equal to 1 for small tap ratios. The calculated excess loss 
not shown in the transfer matrix is small and will ultimately depend on 
the quality of fiber to guide matching. 
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The basic fused fiber tee or planar V may be used to make complex access 
couplers. For example, Figure IV-IS shows bidirectional bus couplers. 
In A) two fused tee couplers are configured to bidirectionally access the 
bus. Note this can be produced with two fiber strands and fusinq opera-
tions. Three ViS are combined in B) to provide a similar function. 
Future technology should allow complex patterns such as this to be 
manufactured on the same substrate. 
OPTICAL STAR COUPLERS. The optical star or radial coupler concept is 
shown in Figure IV-16. . A number of fibers, in this case seven, are 
attached to one face of a mixing rod. Light enters the mixing rod which 
is of such length as to allow the light to become approximately uniformly 
distributed after being reflected and returned to the fiber faces. Since 
each fiber is uniformly illuminated, each receives a power launch frac-
. tion equal to lin, where n is the number of fibers. Unfortunately, this 
power fraction is not practially obtainable due to the packing fraction 
and excess losses. 
The packing fraction is geometric factor that may be calculated based on 
the area of core to area of mixing rod. For example, the packing frac-
tion for the hexagonal close-pack is given by: 
Where N = the total number of fibers (7, 19,37, 6l) 
Nd = number of fibers along the smallest diameter circle 
containing all fibers 
Dcore = diameter of the core 
Dclad = diameter of the cladding 
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The packing fraction for the linear close-pack is 
N 
1 + (l-N) Dclad Dcore 
Clearly large core-to-cladding diameters or removal of the cladding 
minimize the packing fraction loss. In the case where Dclad/Dcore is 
approximately one, the hexagonal close-pack yields a loss of -1.09, 
-1.19, -1.22, -1.23 dB respectively for 7, 19, 37 and 61 fiber configur-
ation, while the linear close pack is a constant -1.05 dB. Pack{ng 
-fraction losses range from 1.1 to several dB depending on the cladding 
characteristics. 
In addition to the packing fraction loss, there is usually an excess loss 
related to fiber attachment, mixing rod imperfections and general 
construction technique. Packing fraction losses coupled with excess 
losses range between about 7and 10 dB. 
The transfer matrix for the relective star may be approximated by 
where 
Flosses 
N-
a' . lJ 
1 
N 
i,j=I,N 
= the fractional transmission due to packing fraction 
and excess loss 
= number of radial arms. 
This transfer matrix is slightly oversimplified. In reality, there are 
generally variations from element to element due to the fact that the 
light may not be completely uniform and also due to variations in fiber 
attachment. In determining receiver dynamic range, these variations are 
I 
important and must be included .. 
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Another star configuration is the transmissive star shown in Figure 
IV-16B. Here one side serves as input ports to the mixing rod. The rod 
must be 10n9 enough (several centimeters) so mixing is complete at the 
output side of the rod. 
The transfer matrix for the transmissive star is approximately 
1 
N 
i,j=I,N 
where F10ssesis as before and N is the number of output arms. 
A major difficulty encountered during fabrication of conventional glass 
rod couplers is maintaining angular fiber alignment. Any angular mis-
alignment results in excess insertion loss. 
The al ignment problem may be overcome completely by construction of 
transmi ss ive stars by techniques identi ca 1 to those used for fused-tee 
construction. In fact, the fused-tee (somewhat of a misnomer) is in 
actuality a 2 x 2 port transmissive star. 
In order to produce an N X N port transmissive star, N fibers are twisted 
and fused while stretching. The result would be similar to Figure IV-16B 
with the mixing rod replaced by the conical region of melted and fused 
fibers. For low values of N, results to date show low excess loss for 
the star on the order of 2 dB (connectors not included). Port-to-port 
variations of I dB can be achieved. Performance data for a 5 X 5 fused 
star is shown in Figure IV-17. 
An alternative to conventional star coupler design uses the planar 
geometry where the many advantages of planar processing technology 
apply. A schematic of a reflective planar star coupler design is shown 
in Figure IV-lB. 
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Multimode fibers are held in alignment grooves formed by selective 
etching or embossing techniques. Due to the high precision and repro-
ducibility, with which photolithographic and embossing techniques can be 
carri ed out, these ali gnmentgrooves afford the coupler des i gn with a 
degree of alignment accuracy very difficult to attain with a conventional 
approach. In addition, each fiber may be readily examined and indivi-
dually adjusted without disturbing the other fibers. The fibers are 
butted closely to channel waveguides which serve as interconnecting links 
with the mixing region. Each channel guide is expanded into the mixing 
region to allow a rapid mixing of the radiation fields of the different 
channels and to efficiently collect the radiation reflected from the 
mirrored end surface of the mixing region. 
If properly designed, the packing fraction loss of this type of structure 
should be zero. The horn structures are designed to effectively couple 
the radiation reflected from the reflector surface. 
A transmissive star may be produced by replacing the end reflector at the 
right of Figure IV-18 with a mirror image of the pattern. 
The transfer matrices for the planar star configurations are identical in 
form to those given above. As noted, the transmission term Floss is 
larger (less loss) for the planar star due to horn structure and preci-
sion fiber alignment techniques. Furthermore, the variation from port to 
port is also smaller due to the precision fiber alignment. 
IV.3.4 Other Optical Components 
Other optical components that should prove useful to bus design that are 
under development include wavelength demultiplexers and multiplexers and 
also optical switches. 
Wavelength demultiplexers make use of chomatic dispersion or filtering to 
extract a wave 1 ength or co 1 or from an opt i ca 1 spectrum. These dev ices 
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are discussed in greater detail in conjunction with the hardware develop-
m~nL tasks of this proqram. The approach here is development of a 
miniature spectrometer, although an off axis Fresnel lens or other 
optical techniques also offer promise. Key parameters requi red for 
detailed bus analysis include optical power loss and number of wavelength 
channels that can be demultiplexed while maintaining a desired level of 
crossta 1 k i so 1 at i on. Fil ters are a potent i a 1 method of i so 1 at i ng and 
selecting a single wavelength. Sharp, narrow band (lO's of nm) filter 
would probably be prohibitively expensive, however there is the possib-
ility of development of electronically tuned filters. Lasers will 
probably be required as sources due to their narrow optical bandwidth. 
Wavelength stability of sources and demultiplexers or filters will be 
required to achieve a large number of channels with low crosstalk. 
Wavelength reproducibility in source production will be required in order 
to match factory-aligned demultiplexers or filters. 
Wavelength multiplexers may be obtained by inverse use of a reciprocal 
demultiplexer. An alternative approach is to use a star coupler to mix 
. the wavelengths by use of "different color" source at each input arm. 
The output arms then each contain roughly equal power from each source. 
This method is, of course, best suited for systems where a star distrib-
ution system is appropriate. 
Optical switches may be fabricated by employing optoelectric phenomena in 
various materials. Single-mode switches utilize mode-interference 
effects, however switches that rely on grazing-incidence reflection will 
support a large number ofTE and TM modes to result in a multimode 
optical switch. Presently, there are quite high losses (lOdB or more) 
associated with these switches as will requirements for relatively high 
switching voltages (several hundred volts). 
Optical switches have also been fabricated using mechanical switching 
methods. This approach may yield much lower loss, however switching 
speeds are, of course, considerably slower than the optoelectric devices 
which can operate in the (sub}nanosecond region. 
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IV.3.5 Connectors 
Connectors for fiber optics are preclslon items due to the small fiber 
size. There must be accurate transverse alignment of fiber ends and only 
a small longitudinal gap between ends. A liquid or a solid may be used to 
fill the void and match the index of refraction. There is approximately 
a 3 dB loss if the fibers are offset about one core radius and 0.2 dB 
loss if there is a 0.2 core radius offset. A gap of about one core 
radius leads to a 0.1 dB loss with index matching. Single mode fibers 
require about 1 pm alignment and therefore the connectors are expensive. 
Single fiber multimode core, either step-index or graded-index, require-
ments are less severe. At present, the major problem is fibers have not 
been standardized among the various manufacturers, and the major connec-
tor vendors have only cautiously entered the market. Connectors are 
available for the most popular fibers with prices on the order of $100 
per piece in small quantities. Precision connectors designed to meet 
military environments may run as high as several hundred dollars. 
The single fiber silica cables are relatively easy to connectorize. The 
cable is striped of the protective outer sheaths and the fiber protective 
coat i ng is cherni ca 11 y d i sso 1 ved. The fi ber is then scored and broken 
under controlled radius and tension in a fixture. This results in a 
surface that requires no further preparation or polish. The commercial 
connectors automatically align the fibers and a matching fluid is used if 
desired. The resulting loss is 1 to 3 dB depending on the connector 
quality and care of workmanship. An alignment mechanism is shown in 
Figure IV-19. Cable strength members must also be picked up and properly 
terminated (not shown in the figure) in order to keep stresses from the 
fiber optic strand. 
IV.3.6 Receivers 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS. The function of the receiver is to convert the 
received optical. signal to an electronic signal compatible with its 
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terminal requirements. The fiber optic receiver is made up of two 
elements, a detector and an amplifier. The fiber optic receiver to be 
employed for use in multiplex bus applications must have a low noise, 
wide bandwidth performance and must be capable of operating over the 
required minimum and maximum signal range (dynamic range). The optical 
power levels and dynamic range that will be experienced by bus receivers 
are determined by analysis of the network paths. The required Bit Error 
Rate (BER) establishes the Minimum Usable Signal (MUS) for which the 
receiver must be designed. 
DETECTORS. The solid state detectors generally used for optical tele-
metry are p-i-n and avalanche photodiodes.7 These devices are intention-
ally constructed with a large, reverse biased junction that creates free 
charge carriers when illuminated. The spectral output of the source and 
the fiber spectral losses when folded together give rise to a trans-
mitted spectrum that is well matched by these semiconductor devices. 
The p-i-n diode is an improved pn diode and consists of an almost in-
trinsic n region, i, sandwiched between the p and n junction; hence, the 
name p-: i -n. Thi s structure decreases the capacitance and decreases the 
response time ov.er a simple pn junction. The intrinsic region is a 
large, high field-depletion region where incident photons produce charge 
carriers which are rapidly swept away by the high electric field. The 
length of the intrinsic region is a compromise between good quantum 
efficiency (~40-60%) obtained with a large depletion region and fast 
response time (nanoseconds) from a small depletion region. The p-i-n 
diode exhibits good linearity and is therefore equally useful for 
analog and digital transmission formats. Responsivity is approximately 
0.5 A/W. Typical photoelectron currents due to the received signal 
depend on bit rate but are on the order of a few nanoamperes and require 
care to process electronically. 
Avalanche current multiplication is exploited in the avalanche photodiode 
(APD) in order to obtain higher output currents. The APD consists of 
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another player between the nand i 1 ayers of the p- i -n structure. At 
large (l00-400V) reverse voltages, this extra p region is a very high 
electric field region (larger than the depletion region). Charge car-
riers passing through this region receive sufficient energy to release 
lattice electrons in subsequent collisions while traversing the crystal. 
These additional electrons are accelerated and also suffer collisions 
- causing avalanche multiplication of the carriers to occur. Therefore, 
APDl s are generators of large photoelectron currents and are, in general, 
more sensitive detectors. The multiplication yields an internal gain of 
about 100. Since the avalanche process is fast, APDls possess short 
response times. However, the avalanche mechanism is temperature depen-
dent and the multiplication also causes amplification of noise. The 
excess shot noise requires the gain to be optimized to achieve maximum 
sensitivity. Of course, the greater output from the APD means that 
subsequent ampl ifier noise figure requirements are less demanding than 
those used with p-i-n diodes. The temperature sensitivity and the high 
bias voltage required for multiplication make the APD more difficult to 
use than the p-i-n diode. A comparison between p-i-n and APD detectors 
is made in Figure IV-20. 
AMPLIFIERS. A receiver figure of merit is the minimum (optical) power 
required to meet a given performance level. For analog signals, this is 
a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR); for digital signals, a bit error rate 
JBER}. This depends on the subsequent amplifier performance as well as 
the detector .. Commonly accepted performance levels are on the order of 
40 dB signal to noise for analog signals and 109 bit error rate for 
digital signals. 
The noise source is analyzed by a model of parallel current sources that 
arise from dark current noise, surface leakage current noise, quantum 
noise and amplifier noise. The p-i-n diode receiver sensitivity is 
limited almost entirely by the thermal noise of the amplifier for wide-
band applications. A transimpedance amplifier with input transistor 
setting the noise figure provides a good amplifier for fiber optic 
receivers up to about 100 MHz. 
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Point-to-point diqital communication links do not require receivers with 
wide dynamic range. A single source is used to transmit a continuous bit 
stream to a single receiver. Therefore, a receiver with a conventional, 
slow acting AGC to set the detection threshold and a PLL to obtain 
precise timing for coherent detection is easily implemented for main-
taining optimum operation. Figure IV-21 indicates the sensitivity of 
p-i-n and APD receivers which achieve high performance. Both FET and 
bipolar integrating amplifiers with subsequent equalization stages are 
shown. The widebands take into account component and implementation 
variations. 
Two conflicting design requirements for fiber optic bus receivers present 
a significant technical challenge. Because of the relatively low launch 
power of optical sources and the losses encountered in optical fiber 
connectors and optical access couplers extremely high sensitivity is 
required of the receiver. These losses may also result in a very wide 
intermessage dynamic range (IMDR) of received signals; e.g., high level 
signal from a near terminal followed immediately by a low level signal 
from a distant terminal. High sensitivity coupled with wide IMDR is very 
difficult to achieve in a receiver design. A serial topology generally 
results in a high dynamic range requirement for the receiver due to the 
in-line losses of the bus. A star architecture tends to equalize the 
losses along all paths and hence minimizes the dynamic range. A dynamic 
range requirement of 10 to 20 dB is typi ca 1 of a star topology. For 
greater dynamic ranges, reflections on the bus may begin to become 
comparable to the minimum signals. 
The recei ver must be ab 1 e to operate over th i s dynami C range such that 
bus efficiency is not degraded by receiver design. The intermessage"gap 
time required by the receiver should not be greater than that required by 
the bus protocol. For example, an integrating front-end receiver which 
offers maximum sensitivity generally has poor overload recovery charac-
teristics. A conventional AGC may require sensing a bus deadtime period 
after which the sensitivity is reset to be ready for the next message 
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which could be of minimum ampl itude. If the next message is a strong 
signal, time (conditioning bits) may be required for the AGC action to 
take effect and alleviate the overload transient effects. Receiver 
sensitivity, dynamic range, and recovery time as well as timing jitter 
are interrelated parameters. 
The problem caused by the dynamic range for bus receivers is due to the 
unipolar nature of the optical signal. Unlike a wireline signal which 
may rest at zero volts and then swing above and below zero when a signal 
exists, a fiber optic bus signal can only be off or positive. Because of 
photodetector dark current and other sources of DC offset, it is usually 
necessary at some point to AC couple the amplified receiver signal. When 
no signal is on the bus, the output side of the coupling capacitor rests 
at zero volts. When a signal first arrives at the receiver, the output 
voltage swings positive from zero and then begins to discharge. As the 
input signal continues to switch on and off, the output signal gradually 
reaches a steady state quiescent poi nt. If the input data is a strong 
signal and if this is then immediately followed by a weak signal, the 
receiver output will again require time to reach a steady state quiescent 
value. In either case, this causes loss in decoding efficiency, and can 
cause a large degradation in link performance. 
Compromise is required among sensitivity, intermessage dynamic range 
(IMDR) and message gap time when faced with unipolar light pulses. Some 
sensitivity must be sacrified for a bus receiver; some of the bit energy 
may be used in order to produce a pulse that is processed in a practical 
implementation. The method is similar to a pulse encoded modulation 
technique in that the bit edges are used to reconstruct the received 
data. In effect, the receiver differentiates the waveform by bandpass 
filtering the received data pulses. Figure IV-22{A) shows the effect 
of filtering 20-Mbps Miller coded data with a bandpass of 7 to 35 MHz. 
Figure IV-22B is a block diagram of a receiver employing this technique. 
The preamp1 ifier accorrrnodates the required optical dynamic range with 
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maximum gain consistent with the required high frequency response. High 
pass filtering follows the preamplifier. Subsequent AC-coupled, pulse-
limiting amplifiers provide signals to two comparators. One detects 
positive going edqes and the other detects the falling edges of the 
optical pulses. The outputs of the comparators toggle a flipflop to 
recover the full width pulse. 
Therefore, we see that there is no one (simple) fiber optic receiver, but 
that the receiver implementation must be tailored to the system require-
ments. For example, in a long message protocol, an essentially point-
to-point link receiver could be used by slightly degrading the bus 
efficiency with a header to "condition" the receiver. It is also 
interesting to note that the APD receivers of Figure IV-21 are only an 
order of magnatude away from quantum limited (ideal) receivers and 
therefore future receiver cannot show much greater sensitivity. For 
purposes of this present analysis and estimates of number of terminals in 
a passive bus system, it will suffice to take the low sensitivity edge of 
the bands in Figure IV-21 as the approximate bus receiver sensitivity for 
a given bit rate; care, however,. must be exercised in·a more detailed 
analysis to include requirements of dynamic range, gap time and timing 
jitter to obtain a more precise estimate of receiver sensitivity. 
IV.4 TOPOLOGY ANALYSES 
In this section, analyses are performed to establish the path losses of 
point-to-point links, star buses and serial buses. The resultant path 
loss when combined with transmitter launch power and receiver sensitivity 
will establish the maximum passive network, i.e., the link length for 
ded i cated structures and the number of termi na 1 s for a bus structure. 
IV.4.1 Point-to-Point Link Analysis 
Analysis of a point-to-point link simply sums up the in-line loss fac-
tors. The point-to-point link results and definition of the notation for 
IV-45 
these factors are shown in Figure IV-23. Typically fiber-to-detector 
coupling loss, D, is on the order of ldB and the received power, PR' is 
essentially a function of fiber and connector losses. For the purpose 
of discussion, we will assume a power budget of 40dB (i.e., 10 log 
(PL/PR)) which is appropriate for data in the region of 10 Mbps. The 
exact link length depends, of course, on the fiber loss, connector 
(or splice) loss, and number; however it is easy to see that links on the 
order of 10Km are (easily) accomplished. Usually, within the power 
budget, a contingency of several dB is allowed to account for temperature 
effects and aging of the components (especially the source) over the 
system lifetime. 
IV.4.2 Star Bus Analysis 
A star bus network, as shown in Figure IV-24, is analyzed as essentially 
two point-to-point links with the additional loss element included for 
the star. This star loss is made up of two parts: a power division loss 
and an excess loss denoted by Sloss. The power division loss goes like 
the number of ports. For a transmissive star supporting N terminals the 
power division is liN. For a reflective-simplex network where there is a 
separate transmit and receive fiber for each terminal, the power division 
is 1/2N. A reflective duplex network can be configured with an equal 
power division tee-coupler to allow only N ports at the star and single 
fiber runs to the terminals. Here the star power division is liN, 
however, the power is halved twice (neglecting tee coupler excess loss) 
by the tee-coupler for a power division of l/4N. Note that the reflec-
tive-simplex network offers no advantage and, in fact, a 3dB loss with 
respect to the transmissive star network. The reflective star offers 
only the advantage of fiber saving in the duplex network, and this saving 
in fiber costs about 6dB (closer to adB when tee-coupler excess loss is 
included) . 
Here, of course, the link lengths of the arms of the star are less than 
can be accommodated by the dedicated structure. For example, a 20-port 
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star has a power division loss of 13dB; with excess loss and connectors 
dt. UH! ~lar, th(~re would be an insertion loss of about 20 to 25dB. This 
allows link distances of a km or so depending on connector ~equirements. 
Note that the star network is best suited to clusters of terminals near 
the central star distribution point. 
IV.4.3 Serial Bus Analysis 
A serial or linear bus is best suited for networking a number of dis-
persed terminal sites. Here, however, the end-to-end link loss are all 
in line and therefore with practical power budgets the number of drops in 
a passive bus is limited. Figure IV-25 shows a simple serial bus where a 
central is used to communicate with a number of remote terminals. This 
figure shows either the transmit bus or receive bus for simplex opera-
tion. Again, tee couplers could be incorporated at the central and 
each remote to provide duplex operation at a loss factor of 1/4 plus tee 
coupler excess loss (about 8 dB). All remote-to-remote transfers must be 
routed through the central in this network. 
An optimized bus would provide equal power received at each terminal from 
the central transmitter. The figure defines the notation used to analyze 
in detail this network. Starting at the end 
relation for the coupler ratios may be derived. 
ek-1 Ak Ak-1 = with An-1 
Bk-l + Ak 
where Ak = C2 Ak Bk Fk 
of the run, a 
The result is 
en-1 Bn 
=----
Bn-1 + Bn 
recursion 
For the ideal case, where there are no losses other than the power 
division to the branches, the ideal tap ratios are given by: 
An(ideal) __ 1 n = 1, 2, ... , N-1 
N+l-n 
Consider now a more realistic case. Let: 
Ak = Z Ak 
Z = C2Bf 
Bk = B = 1 (short stubs) 
fk = f 
ek = e 
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fk ~NNECTOR 
CENTRAL 
/(PL)l 
~ ... ----tD<~D ••• 0< D ... 
(PR)k 
n" 
Po 
N= 1 
WHERE: 
Bk • fractional transmission of the kth branch 
fk = fractional transmission of the kth link 
(PL)k • power launched into the kth link 
(PR)k • power received at end of kth link 
T 
Bk 
~ 
Po 
K 
(PL)k+l 
Po 
N-l 
ak • branch coefficient of the kth coupler 
bk = trunk coefficient of the kth coupler 
ek • efficiency of the kth coupler ."ak+bk 
C • average fractional transmission of connector 
~ 
Po 
N 
That is, losses are included but all are taken to be equal and fiber stub 
1(J~s is neglected. In this case, the recursion for the ak's may be put 
in closed form, which allows a rapid order of magnitude calculation. 
With these assumptions 
An-1 = e/2 
e(Ze)N-n-1 (l-Ze) 
A - ------".__=__ 
n - 2-(Ze) _ (Ze)N-n 
(which reduces to the above for e = z = 1, by using L1Hospital rule to 
take the limit). 
In order to investigate the number of terminals that can be supported, we 
first note in the lossless case that the power received at any terminal 
is given by PR = PL X 1 which is proportional to liN. This is essen-
tially the same as a star system. (The star would be 1/(N+1) due to 
requirement for an additional arm for the central.) To include losses, 
let C = f = e = 0.8 (about -1 dB). Results for this case are shown in 
Figure IV-26. Of course, one would probably choose from a standard set of 
tap ratios (with some variance) and this would reduce the number of 
terminals due to lack of optimization. 
Another approach to the serial bus design is to use a fixed tap ratio and 
opt imi ze thi s. Fi gure IV-27 compares the two approaches negl ect ing 
losses. Here m terminals are being served and the trunk to the right is 
connected either to the m + 1 remote terminal (R) or a repeater (r). The 
optimum fixed tap ratio is easily found to be 11m and the critical path 
loss 1/[e(m-1)], where here e is the base of natural logirithms. This 
result holds in the limit of large m. Thus the difference between tai-
lored or fixed tap ratios is about 4.34 dB. 
Figure IV-28 illustrates several methods of providing duplex operation. 
The first and last were noted above and have a difference in power budget 
of 1/4 or -6 dB, neglecting losses. Two alternative methods are shown. 
The second uses a 2 X 2 port star (fused fiber "tee") to get on or off 
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the bus. This has the same relative power budget as the first example 
but uses half as many taps. Note in this configuration the local trans-
mitter of a terminal is directly connected to the local receiver through 
the fiber loop and there would be an electrical inhibit denoted by 
the dotted line joining these functions in the diagram. In this same 
type of configuration, isolation can be provided by directional couplers. 
This costs 3dB of power budget and does not appear to have any advantage 
over the top diagram. In all of these cases the critical path power is 
proportional to 11m. 
A s imil ar ana lys ismay be made for a seri a 1 bus with requi rements for 
direct remote-to~remote data transfers. Figure IV-29 shows the pertinent 
networks and the relative power budgets, again neglecting losses. Note, 
however, the very important result that here the critical path power is 
proportional to 11m2. This means that no matter how much losses are 
reduced a serial bus with remote-to-remote transfers (as is basic with a 
star system) will support fewer terminals than a similar loss-reduc;ed 
star system which has critical paths proportional to 11m. 
Figure IV-3~ shows a way that a looped bus with an active repeater may be 
used to provide 11m performance. Again with a passive loop the critical 
path is proportional to 11m2. 
Fi gure IV-31 shows the number of termi na 1 s that can be supported as a 
function of power budget loss for several examples case of connector 
loss, Lcand excess loss Le' The link losses are assummed to be negli-
gible. The network is full duplex with remote to remote transfers. 
Results for other networks can be estimated by modifying the loss by the 
relative dB factors of the previous figures. Here we see that on the 
order of 5 to 10 terminals are possible in a passive bus and that use of 
splices and reduction of tap excess loss allow on the order of 20 
terminals. 
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Figure IV-32 compares serial and star networks. It is a sort of "apples 
and oranges" compari son, since the star best serves cl ustered tenninal s 
and serial best serves distributed terminals with large distances between 
them. The deta i1 s of a compari son are dependent on losses assumed and 
whether direct remote-to-remote transfers are required. If they are not, 
then the lossless cases are essentially the same. As losses are in-
cluded, this curve is displaced by the losses for a star; however, for a 
serial bus it becomes a steeper, more linear relation as indicated. 
IV.4.5 Complex Networks 
As discussed in Section II, the simple structures analyzed here can be 
used to comprise more complex networks. However, this analysis indicates 
that a fiber optic bus system is power budget limited. As an example, 
star to star to star, etc., passive interconnections would be propor-
tional to the inverse product of their number of ports {i.e., {l/m}n 
for n m-port stars}. This and several other topologies are summarized in 
Figure IV-33. Therefore, formation of complex network will probably be 
accomplished by inclusion of active elements (repeaters or terminal node) 
between these simple structures. 
IV.4.6 Optical Reflections 
Bus analysis must address interference effects of reflections from air 
gap {dry, fiber-to-fiber interface}' connectors in the system network. 
The detai led results depended upon the specific topology; however, the 
basic order· of magnitude of the effect can be illustrated by considera-
tion of the simple topologies shown in Figure IV-34. One case is a star 
topology configured with anN X N port transmissive star with each port 
connected to a terminal a distance L from the star. The second case 
is a bidirectional serial bus with a tap in the center of a fiber length 
of 2L. 
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Reflections occur at air-glass or glass-air interfaces. The fraction of 
light power reflected, R, depends on the index of refraction. For glass 
with an index of refraction of 1.4, R is about 4%. The calculation 
consists of totaling the reflected power that reaches a particular 
receiver and comparing this to the power that reaches the receiver via 
the direct path. Practically, we need only consider terms to order 
F2R2, where F is the transmission coefficient for the fiber of length L. 
Let PT be the transmitted power and PR be the received power. Then 
where C is the average fractional transmission for a connector, and e is 
the fractional transmission (excess loss) of the star coupler. For 1-dB 
loss connectors, a 1-dB excess loss coupler and a fiber length L with 1 
dB loss, the reflected power is 21.1 dB less than the primary received 
power. For F, C and e approximately equal to 1, the reflected power is 
only 16 dB below the signal. Similarly, for the serial bus shown in the 
figure 
. 
pSERIAL = PR (RF2(l-A)e(1 +C2) +0(R2F2)) 
REF 
where A is the fractional power tapped from the bus. For A equal to 0.1 
and other values as above, the reflected received power is about 15.2 dB 
below the signal. 
The reflected power limits the dynamic range. If the receiver is sensi-
tive to a received power PR min' then the maximum signal must produce a 
reflected power of less than PR min' In practice, the dynamic range 
may be further limited. If reflected power on the order of magnitude but 
less than PR min is received at the same time as a primary signal of 
power PR min' then the SNR will be degraded such that the primary 
signal will not be detectable. 
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The conclusion is that reflections are not necessarily negligible in a 
bus system. The star system wh ich min imizes dynan ic range requiranents 
has a less severe reflection problem, but care must be taken to exercise 
a system design that is insensitive to reflections (e.g., receiver 
sensitivity should not be overspecified). The reflections can be reduced 
by use of spl ices or wet connectors; source-fiber and fiber-detector 
interfaces will still provide reflection points. Antireflective coatings, 
which are expensive, could also be used to reduce the reflections. 
IV;S WAVELENGTH DIVISION MULTIPLEXING 
Invest ig ation of fiber opt ic systems ·ut i 1 i zing the advantages of wave-
length division multiplexing (WDM) analyzes systems and bus topologies 
for which WDM may be applicable. The obvious first advantage offered by 
WDM is the addition of channel capacity.8 The bandwidth already available 
would be mult ipl ied by the number of 1 ight wavel engths transmitted 
simultaneously. Presently, it appears feasible to multiplex eight to ten 
wavel engths between 800 and 900 nm with additional channel s in the 1 urn 
region as the technology for sources and detector develop at the longer 
wavelengths. The separation of channels by WDM offers other advantages. 
For example, an FDM system must be a 1 inear system, independent of 
whethe~ the data is analog or digital. If this were not the case, 
intermodul ation distort ion prod ucts in the transmitter and r~eiver 
would cause channel-to-channel interference effects independent of 
the degree of filtering used at the receiver for each channel. 
Many of the basic bus concepts that are addressed may be directly appl ied 
to the analysis of transmission of wavelength· multiplexed channels. 
Several examples of WDM topologies are discussed below. Single-fiber, 
full duplex operation is configured by a system such that remote trans-
mits on 1 ight wavelength Al and receives on A2 with inverse assignments 
for the central or main terminal as shown in Figure IV-3SA. This allows 
full duplex operation with no local interference effects, but does not 
allow direct ranote-to-remote transfers. The wavel ength of transmission 
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may be used as a terminal address as shown in Figure IV-35B. Figure 
IV-35C illustrates distribution of several channels of independent 
data and each terminal subscribes only to those channels of interest. 
This case may be viewed as several independent buses where WDM has been 
employed to place the several channels on the same physical fiber. Note 
that a disadvantage of this approach is that the optical power of each 
wavelength is extracted by the optical access coupler whether the termi-
nal at that tap uses that wavelength or not. Thus, in an already power-
limited network, the advantages of wavelength multiplexing may be lost by 
the fewer number of total terminals serviced. In a high-capacity net-
work, the electronics to pi~k off the channels to which the terminal 
subscribes are replaced by the optical multiplexing device. This could 
provide benefits in a high data rate system where TDM of the several 
independent channels would require (sub)nanosecond gating and hence 
sophisticated, high speed circuitry at each remote terminal. The trade~ 
off is between complex electronics and optical multiplex-demultiplex 
devices. In a pure distribution system, the demultiplexers potentially 
could be narrowband filters to extract the desired wavelength. At the 
central (or any other) wavelength multiplex transmission site, the source 
element must be attached at the correct wavelength position and its 
output wavelength carefully controlled for temperature or ageing effects 
to maintain compatibility with the demultiplexers. A star could provide 
the wavelength multiplexing function if it is compatible with system 
topology. The channels from remotes to central could be on another (WDM) 
bus or full duplex could be used in the same bus as discussed above. 
IV.6 OPTICALLY SWITCHED BUSES 
Optical switches are in preliminary development stages and as yet it is 
too early to assess their full impact on multimode fiber optic bus system 
architecture. The loss must be reduced for viable deployment. Further-
more, for an electro-optic switch under dynamic control, there must be 
some sort of "terminal" at the switch to activate it under command. In 
addition to the electro-bptic type switch, one could also envision 
low-loss mechanical switches (either electrically or manually operated) :-11 
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An obvious use for optical switches is construction of a reconfigurable 
network. Here, one would divide the requirements into static and dynamic 
reconfiguration. The static case encompasses reconfiguration that is 
semi-permanent, while dynamic reconfiguration would be on a real-time, 
message-to-message basis. In the former case, mechanical switches could 
be suitable, while in the latter case opto-electric (or other) technology 
would be required to provide adequate switching speed. Figure IV-36 
illustrates a simple reconfiguration. In the top illustration, optical 
swi tches contro 1 the message rout i ng to the boxes wh i ch represent com-
puter terminals. If the system software is distributed among several 
computers and is dynamically redistributed, it may be convenient to 
automatically cause the functional buses to be reconfigured. Of course, 
this can be accomplished by other methods, such as fixed terminal serving 
a functional bus, processing the message traffic and routing it appro-
priately via a computer interconnect bus not shown. Note in this case 
loss of that computer terminal would cause loss of that functional bus. 
Redundant buses would protect against this type of single-point failure. 
However, switched buses will clearly enhance the reliability due to the 
greater number of options available to circumvent a failure. In the 
electrical switched bus example in the lower half of Figure IV-36, a 
funct i on i dent i ca lly to the above opt i ca 1 switches can be accompli shed 
electronically. Note the control is not even necessary since the soft-
ware can merely ignore messages from the functional bus if responsibility 
for that bus is not allocated to that terminal. The disadvantage is 
the additional number of drops that must be made from the bus. 
In a similar vein to this example, redundancy could be built into each 
terminal in terms of multiple sources and detections (the present weak 
links in reliability) with optical switches used to select alternates in 
case of failures. As above, optical couplers may be used to perform the 
same function, again at the· expense of power splitting resulting in a 
reduced power budget. 
In discussion of point-to-point links, it was noted that complex bus 
structures could be formed by terminals passing the message along the 
bus; for example, the ring structure of Figure II-4. Here, loss of 
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a termi na 1 causes loss of that bus. If the 1 ink power budgets would 
allow a two-link run plus a switch loss, then a terminal bypass switch 
could be installed at each terminal for routing the traffic around the 
terminal in case of failure. 
Another use for switches in a bus system is to use the switch as modu-
lator. Here there would be a single high-power laser source and in-line 
at each terminal a modulator as indicated in Figure IV-37. This reduces 
the number of sources and also may reduce the power requirements at each 
terminal since the source require a substantial fraction of the fiber 
optic transceiver power requirements. Redundancy of the several cen-
trally located, environmentally protected sources could also increase 
overall system reliability. 
IV.7 BUS PROTOCOLS 
As indicated above, we have simply divided protocols into line protocols 
and system protocols. The former refers to the details of optical 
modulation format while the latter refers to the terminal-to-terminal 
communication format. 
IV.7.1 Line Protocol 
MODULATION. Three common techniques are presently considered for optical 
modulation: trilevel, full-width bilevel and pulse-encoded bilevel. The 
techniques and the results are summarized in Figure IV-38. For the 
trilevel method, the dc background of light from the N terminals on the 
bus increase the detector shot noise at each receiver. The exact value 
of the dc light bias depends on the bus configuration and losses. An 
extreme case results when N-2 terminals each with maximum power of the 
dynami c range are recei ved by a termi na 1 and a signal at the mi nimum 
power must compete with their background bias light. For thirty term-
inals and a 20-dB dynamic range, the sensitivity of a p-i-n receiver is 
reduced by about is dB at 10 MHz as compared to a zero bias light condi-
tion. The increased shot noise negates any advantage in gain an APD 
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offers. This loss in sensitivity coupled with transmitter control 
complexity and continuous operation of the LEOs which expends lifetime 
allow one to conclude that tristate modulation for digital buses is not 
viable. 
Aside from a few dB variation with bit rate and temperature, theoretical 
performance of the pulse-encoded method can be made equivalent to the 
full-width modulations by providin9 equal bit energy through increased 
LED drive for the short pulses. The major disadvantage is lack of data 
for LED lifetime with high peak power drive; however, receiver implemen-
tation is considerably simplified. 
LINK OVERHEAD. At the line level, one must usually incorporate into the 
message structure some information in addition to the user data. This 
would include sync bits, start of message, terminal address, end of 
message, and other information. Also, in order to increase the receiver 
sensitivity, line conditioning may be employed. Here one would affix a 
preamble to each message in order to allow transient effects to settle 
and also establish bit timinq. These approaches at the link implementa-
tion level impact bus efficiency and therefore could affect system 
design. 
IV.7.2 System Protocols 
Choice of a system protocol may impact the network design. Here, we 
cannot delve with detai 1 into protocol, but wi 11 ill ustrate th i s state-
ment with an example. A protocol known as "Listen Then Ta1k" is basic-
ally a type of polled protocol where control is passed from terminal to 
terminal. In the case of a serial network, an automatic start-up and 
reconfiguration (when a terminal is added or deleted) orders the terminal 
number on the bus and thus minimizes the bus cycle time to a twice the 
linear delay (plus message traffic). This results in a very efficient 
bus. In a star configuration, the bus cycle time is proportional to the 
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number of termi na 1 s • Here, for a 1 arge number of termi na 1 s and short 
11If:·.'.ij(Je~, th(! network Cdn greatly reduce the bus efficiency. The major 
point is that detai led design and trade-off amon9 various approaches 
cannot be made without considering the system as a whole. 
IV.8 RELIABILITY 
Reliability is a major issue for civil avionic systems. Data on fiber 
optic implementations is only beginning to emerge. Some estimates are 
given in the appendix to this report for component reliability. A 
summary is presented in Figure IV-39. The electronics would seem to 
offer no extraordinary challenge; the fiber and optical access couplers 
are passive devices and should be able to exhibit the required degree of 
reliability. The opto-electric components, however, are much less 
certain. The detector being a simple diode structure should ultimately 
be in the same class as semiconductor electronics. Sources are a sepa-
rate problem. Here, high power sources are required to provide a suit-
able bus power budget; on the other hand, small size is required to match 
the 1umination to the small fiber core. This implies a high current 
density which is not compatible with high reliability. Improvements in 
processing have taken semiconductor laser from liquid air-cooled devices 
to dev ices that operate at room temperature with 1 ifet imes of 105 to 
106 hours. Add i tiona 1 improvements wi 11 undoubted 1 y occur over the 
next several decades, but not at such a dramatic rate. Thus, it would be 
reasonable to assume that in order to obtain reliability on the order of 
10-9 /hr., the sources wi 11 have been operated ina derated mode at the 
expense of power output. Hence, reliability and available power budget 
are two parameters that are very closely tied to one another. 
In Figure IV-40A, source reliability is further discussed. The parallel 
reliability model shows the improvement expected by redundancy, however 
massive redundancy may be required to achieve failure rate times consis-
tent with the expected required times even for a derated source. Figure 
IV-40B shows a potential solution. Here a bus interface unit (BIU) is 
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implemented with two fiber optic transmitters. These feed a 2X2 star. 
One output arm of the star is connected to the bus, the other is inter-
faced with a fiber optic receiver at the BIU. One transmitter source is 
off until the BIU determines failure of the other source via the fiber 
optic receiver. Then the BIU and logic switch to the secondary fiber 
optic transmitter. The bus would also be duplicated to provide the 
redundancy required by other considerations. This ·solution assumes that 
source MTBF due to vibration, oxidation, etc., in the off state is 
sufficiently high to meet the requirements. 
Several kinds of system level failures are indicated in Figure IV-41. 
System design would rely on use of the good set of redundant buses once 
a failure was detected. Reconfiguration may be used to dynamically 
"repair" the problem (e.g., simple reconfiguration per Figure IV-40B to 
massive reconfiguration via optical switches). Additional buses,· pos-
sibly wavelength multiplexed on the same fiber, could be used to disable 
a babbling terminal . 
. 
IV.9 SUMMARY 
In this section, a number of general considerations for fiber optic bus 
design have been made. The various areas discussed have been related to 
each other. Detailed analysis of the three simple networks (dedicated 
links, star buses and serial buses) from which more complex networks were 
made and compared. Each has advantages and di sadvantages that must be 
weighed in relation to the specific system design. Wavelength multi-
plexing allows superimposition of several independent buses within the 
same physical structure (i.e., fiber) which may offer advantages in terms 
of increased· data rates or simplified electronics, supporting separate 
functions or multiple protocols and providing special functions such as 
high-speed . interrupt lines, disabling "babbling terminals," etc. Swit-
ched buses were bri efly cons idered. Their advantage appears to be the 
ability to provide reconfiquration in event of fault or reallocation of 1 
(software) function location in an integrated, distributed computer 
system. 
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V EXAMPLE IMPLEMENTATIONS OF FIBER OPTIC BUSES 
V.1 INTRODUCTION 
In Section III, we described a "1553" baseline that could be representa-
tive of next generation systems. The simplified configuration is shown 
in Figure V-1 where there are a number of independent buses shown to the 
left, each with its own subsystem .computing power. Thus, the processing 
is distributed. These independent-subsystem buses are redundant to the 
deqree required by reliability for the function. The subsystems are 
loosely connected by a higher order system (HOX). Thus, each function 
can be optimized in distribution, communication protocol, reliability and 
maintainability. 
The baseline also established a set of functional requirements and 
approximate physical locations. These are shown simplified in Figure 
V-2. Also shown in this fiqure are a partitioning of the aircraft into 
zones of NOSE, WING and TAIL and two avionic bays with fault-tolerant 
computers in each zone. This is the six-bay configuration of the CSDL 
report12wh i ch appears to be the best part it i oni ng of computer resources 
among the multi-bay systems that they considered in terms of their 
trade-off parameters. 
We may now evolve from the baseline of Figure V-1 to the architecture 
shown in Figure V-3, where there is partial integration of the system. 
The buses, to the left, are still separated by function. However, here 
"each zone of the aircraft is bused separately. This minimizes the number 
of taps or star ports. The buses each terminate at the appropriate zone 
bay and one or more other zone bays as required by redundancy. The 
fault-tolerant computer system is distributed over the six bays. (Only 
three are shown.) These communicate with each other on a computer 
control bus (CCB). The software functions serving a particular bus may 
be located either in the computer located in the bay at the head of the 
bus or elsewhere depending on the fault-tolerant computer design. This 
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introduces some functional RAM overlaps. The functions (e.g., flight 
control) of each zone are integrated via the CCB. The CCB topology will 
hr. a stronq function of the fault-tolerant computer design, which may 
require high traffic rates, interrupts, clocks, et.c. This multiple-
signal, high-speed buse should provide an area where wavelength division 
multiplexing will provide extreme advantages. 
The next step in the process of integrating the system is shown in Figure 
V-4. The difference between this network and the previous one is com-
bining functions on the buses. Although only one bus is shown carrying 
all the functions, probably several buses would be used, each routed to a 
subarea of the aircraft zone being served. This could serve to minimize 
the number of taps. Here wavelength division multiplexing could be 
employed on the integrated buses in order to separate functions (func-
tionally equivalent to Figure V-3) and allow use of optimize protocols 
for each function. 
V.2 GENERAL COMPARISON AMONG STRUCTURES 
. The dedicated link structure shown in Figure V-5 does not support wave-
length multiplexing except for duplexing the communication path. Only 
one of the required redundant links is shown (the dashed line). The 
point-to-point implementation is the most practical today since it 
requires no optical access couplers. It would also provide the greatest 
system reliability because each link is independent. However, in terms 
of fiber and connector requirements it is inefficient. Also for N 
terminals, there are 2N transceivers required (not including redundancy). 
Figure V-6 shows a single wavelength system with a star optical access 
coupler dedicated to each function. If functions are mixed on the bus, 
then one loses choice of protocol for each function. Use of a bus cuts 
down the amount of fiber and number of connections, especially if the 
terminals are clustered. Here only one coupler (the star) is required to 
. serve N terminals. Star implementations are practical today for N on the 
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V-8 
order of 30 for multi-megabit data rates. The number of transceivers is 
N + 1. Reliability is also good. It is similar to the point-to-point 
links in the sense that single-point failure affects only that function 
except in the case of the central terminal star-to-1ink loss or star 
failure. The pasive star should provide excellent re1 iabil ity when 
properly packaged. If wavelength multiplexing is employed, the config-
uration shown in Figure V-7 results. Here the number of transceivers 
increases by the number of additional wavelengths multiplexed, so that N 
+ M transceivers are required where N is the number of terminals and M is 
the number of wavelengths. This allows each function to communicate with 
an optimum protocol. Fiber and connector requirements are similar to 
previous case, however by mixing functions advantage can be taken of 
c 1 u stered term ina 1 groups. Here a 1 so, the system re 1 i ab il ity may be 
slightly better because with mixed functions there would be fewer buses 
to meet the functional requirements. Since wavelength multiplexes are 
st ill under development, pract i ca 1 ity of imp 1 ement i ng more than a sev-
eral-color bus is low. 
The serial buses shown in Figures V-8 and V-9 are identical in require-. 
ments for number of transceivers. The fiber requirement is significantly 
less than the previously discussed networks. In-line losses would 
require the taps be spliced in the system making installations and 
maintenance a potential problem and may, in some cases, reduce the 
practicality of today's implementation. The 2N couplers also increase 
system cost (trade-off against reduced fiber cost). Reliability is 
reduced from a star implementation by virtue of a trunk loss (coupler, 
fiber or splice) severing communications to multiple terminals~ 
The resu1ts·of this top level trade-off are summarized in Figure V-ID. 
Each implementation has advantages and disadvantages. We would antici-
pate that the complex networks required would be built up of combinations 
of all three. For example, a serial bus could have a few taps located 
near equipment clusters. An active repeater would be located at each 
tap. Distribution to the equipment cluster would be via a star. This· 
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FIBER/CONNECTOR RQMTS MOST 
NUMBER OF COUPLERS 0 
PROTOCOL FREEDOM NO 
RELIABILITY 1 3 
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Figure V-IO 
STAR SERIAL 
WITH WDM NO WDM WITH WDM 
N+M N+l N+M 
LEAST 
1 2N 
YES NO YES 
2 5 4 
3 3 4 
active repeater reduces reliability. Thus two (or more) wavelengths would be 
sent on this bus to provide repeater redundancy. Additional redundant 
buses would guard against central terminal and mechanical link failures. 
Such a network is shown in Figure V-II. 
V.3 WING TOPOLOGY EXAMPLES 
Using the specific functional requirements established of Section III, 
seven topologies are established for the wing area. These are the same 
as the last section with the explicit addition of multiple stars and 
serial buses. These are shown in Figures V-12 through V-16. Figure V-17 
lists assumptions used for subsequent calculations, while Figure V-18 
shows avail ab 1 e power budgets for vari ous source, detector, and fiber 
combinations. A calculation for various topolo~ies is detailed in Figure 
V-19. Here the minimum allowed source, detector, fiber (SDF) configura-
tion is shown. The tradeoff resulting from this calculation and other 
considerations discussed above results in the tradeoff matrix for the 
wing section given in Figure V-20. The serial buses are most attractive 
with drawbacks in practicality and reliability. Progress in these areas 
would make this the "optimum" bus structure for future wing implementa-
tion. Wavelength multiplexing would be used as required for functional 
separation. Optical switching could be employed to switch the head of 
the bus among. different bays if required. 
V.4 SPECIFIC TOPOLOGIES 
In a similar manner, the other areas of the aircraft were analyzed to 
establish a potentially optimum topology. 
Figure V-21 shows a hybrid bus serving clusters in the nose section of 
the aircraft. Here approximately a dozen taps are required on the serial 
bus. Stars are used to distribute to the clustered instrument panels. 
In order to accommodate the power budget, act ive repeater as discussed 
earlier and shown in Figure V-II would probably be required. Each 
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• NEED CALCULATE ONLY HIGHEST LOSS PATH 
(NEXT ORDER CALCULATION D. R. / REFLECTIONS NEED TO BE CONSIDERED) 
• STAR EXCESS LOSS @ 2.5 DB 
• T' S EXCESS LOSS @ • 5 DB AND LOW TAP POWER 
• LONGEST CABLE LENGTH - 50 METERS 
{FIBER LOSS = 4 db/km ~O.2 db FOR FIBER (EXACT LENGTH WILL NOT BE IMPORTANT) 
• CONNECTORS @ 1.5 DB/CONNECTOR ~ 1 DB FOR 140 p FIBER 
SPLICES @ 0.2 DB/SPLICE 
• 5 BULKHEADS @ 3 DB/BULKHEAD 
MAY NEED ITERATION/INVENTION 
1. E., BULKHEAD MOLDING AROUND FIBER IN HARNESS FOR OdB 
<: , 
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Figure V-18 
• BANDW I DTH 1-20 MHz FOR BUSES 
• MANCHESTER FORMAT 
• DETECTOR OPTIONS 
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POWER BUDGETS 
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high-speed video channel would be a separate wavelength on the fiber 
bus. An a lternat ive network shown in Figure V-22 would bus each star 
passively to the computer bay and use a serial bus for EMUX. The video 
functions would be color multiplex by a star in the nose. A low data 
rate serial serial bus using a single wavelen~th could provide uplink 
control signals for the video if required (not shown). This more con-
servative network uses more fiber, but yields a power budget that is 
practical for next generation implementation. 
Figure V-23 shows a serial bus for the wing section and a separate serial 
bus for central cabin functions. Here the number of drops would require 
use of splices at the taps. Wavelength multiplexing could be used to 
separate flight control, EMUX, and other functions of the bus. 
A tree-branch network is shown in Figure V-24 for the tail section. This 
minimizes fiber, however again active repeaters may be required in some 
of the branches. Similar to the discussion for the nose section, several 
serial or star buses could be installed to overcome present power budget 
limitations. 
In each of the above examples, redundant buses are provided as required 
to meet reliability specifications. In the case of the critical flight 
control buses, triple or greater redundancy may be required. A detailed 
analysis may show that this redundancy is required due to electronic 
reliability and that physical damage to link contribute little to failure 
rate (coll ision). In this case, wavelength multiplexing can provide 
multiple electronic redundancy over a single fiber. Thus two such 
wavelength multiplex buses may prove to have adequate availability. 
A network to interconnect the six computer bays is shown in Fiqure V-2S. 
Here a doubly redundant star topology is shown. Traffic analysis is not 
yet definitive for these computer interties, however multiple stars could 
be used for both the primary and secondary buses to accommodate high data 
rates, clocks, interrupts, etc. An alternative (which could also have 
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multiple stars if required) is to employ wavelength multiplexing as shown 
in Figure V-26. This particular scheme allows simultaneous communication 
among all six computers. As in the single wavelength case, additional 
identical networks could be used to accommodate clocks, interrupts, etc. 
As wavelen~th multiplexing technology matures, sufficient wavelength may 
be available to stack clocks and interrupts on the same bus (24 colors). 
Similar networks can be configured with serial buses, however the star is 
advantageous since it serves as both wavelength multiplexer and optical 
power distributor. 
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VI SUMMARY 
This six man month level-of-effort results in a foundation for specific 
detailed fiber optic bus designs as NASA system concepts evolve. This 
was accomplished through component state-of-the-art evaluations and 
projections for use in system analysis. The systems analysis provides a 
1553 baseline for next generation aircraft, which also served to identify 
functional requirements. The approach used is summarized in Figure VI-1. 
Subsequent generation platforms are_ not definitized; thus the analysis 
was treated generally by decomposition of complex networks into dedicated 
structures, star buses, and serial buses. Wavelength multiplexing and 
switched bus were considered. Example buses with top level tradeoffs 
were presented. 
Figure VI-2 summarizes some of the problem areas identified that require 
additional development. Source re1 iabil ity presents a major problem for 
achieving 109 hours/failure. Other component development in the areas of 
connectors for avionic use (especially for bulkhead penetration), optical 
access couplers, wavelength demultiplexers, optical switches, and loss 
reduction on all fronts should proceed to maturity with no severe prob-
lems. Additional efforts to establish procedures for fiber system 
operation and maintenance (O&M) are required. 
The system analysis resulted in detailed comparisons of dedicated links, 
star buses, and serial buses with and without full duplex operation and 
with considerations for terminal-to-termina1 communication requirements. 
This basel ine was then used to consider potential extensions of busing 
methods to include wavelength multiplexing and optical switches. Figure 
VI-3 summarizes some of the advantages of these techniques. 
Example buses were _ illustrated for various areas of the aircraft as 
potential starting point for more detail analysis as the platform becomes 
definitized. As this occurs, future studies can modify the baselines 
presented here and perform detailed tradeoffs not only in terms of 
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Figure VI-l 
• PARTITIONED vs ItHEGRATED SYST[t~S 
- 1553 BASELINE IDENTIFIED FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
(FUNCTIONS LOOSELY TIED TOGETHER BY HIGHER LEVEL SYSTEM) 
- INTEGRATE FUNCTIONS AND DISTRIBUTE AMONG SEVERAL 
(FAULT TQLERANT) COMPUTER BAYS 
• COMPLEX' NETWORKS RESULT FOR EITHER APPROACH 
DECOMPOSE THESE INTO: DEDICATED (POINT-TO-POINT) LINKS 
STAR BUSES 
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Figure VI-2 
• SOURCE LIFETIME PRESENTS POTENTIAL RELIABILITY PROBLEMS 
• CONNECTORS FOR AVIONIC USE MUST BE DEVELOPED (BULKHEADS) 
• WAVELENGTH DEMULTIPLEXER~ OPTICAL SWITCHES LOSSES MUST BE REDUCED 
WDM SHOULD ACCOMMODATE UP TO 25 COLORS 
• IN LINE LOSSES (CONNECTORS~ TAPS) MUST BE REDUCED FOR SERIAL NETWORKS 
• FIBER 0 & M PROBLEMS MUST BE OVERCOME 
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BUS STUDY - SYSTEMS ANALYSIS RESULTS 
Figure VI-3 
• WAVELENGTH MULTIPLEXI NG 
- OVERLAY PARALLEL CHANNELS' ON SAME NETWORK To: 
INCREASE DATA RATE/SIMPLIFY ELECTRONICS 
SEPARATE FUNCTIONS - SUPPORT MULTIPLE PROTOCOLS 
ALLOW CONTROL FUNCTIONS (SUCH AS INTERRUPT LINES) 
CLOCKS) DISABLE uBABBLING TERMINALu) ETC. 
PROVIDE MULTIPLE (ELECTRONIC) REDUNDANCY ON SOME PHYSICAL 
CHANNEL FOR INCREASED RELIABILITY. 
• OPTICAL SWITCHES 
- HIGHER RELIABILITY BY RECONFIGURATION IF FAULT DETECTED 
- DYNAMIC RECONFIGURATION FOR MESSAGE ROUTING 
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cOlTlTlun i cat i on performance, but other important parameters as well, such 
as weight, reliability, operation and maintenance, and life cycle cost. 
I n genera 1, fi ber opt i cs appears to offer a number of advantages for 
future avionic system desiqns, especially in the area of computer-to-com-
puter interconnects and transfer of other hi gh-speed signals. These 
advantages are partially offset, at present, by some technical problems 
and cost, both of which are rapidly improving through ongoing intensive 
development on all fronts. 
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